FEATURES

USER INTERFACE

Fresh milk module: temperature below 4°C; volume: 15 liters; empty milk
sensor and thermometer showing the temperature inside the refrigerating unit.
Payment systems: banknote reading device, change returning device,
cashless system.
Powerful and flexible electronics.

Touch: 32” touchscreen monitor FULL HD also for multimedia contents
reproduction.
Manual cup dispenser for different sizes from 70 to 80 Ø mm, provided
with flashing LED to guide the user in choosing the right cup.
Manual lid dispenser.
Cup station with lift to adjust the cup position according to the cup size;
this leads to better results in the cup.
Cup sensor for cup positioning and size.
Door divided compartment for accessories (sugar, stirrers, holders...).
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PRODUCT CAPACITY

■

Single coffee beans hopper		
Double coffee beans hopper		
Coffee beans hopper extention kit
Standard instant products canister
Slim instant products canister		
Topping products canister		

■

SPECIFICATIONS
■

■

■

ZD-DIVA-ED05/2020/EN

■

■

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY: 220-230V - 50Hz 60Hz
POWER CONSUMPTION: 2.35 kW
WATER SUPPLY: Fitting connection = 3/4” - Water pressure = 0.5 – 6.5 bar

3.5 kg (7.2 lt)
7 kg (19 lt)
1kg (2.3 lt)
7 lt
3.3 lt
1.5 lt

INNOVATION HAS ITS OWN
INTERPRETER.

ACCESSORIES

TECHNOLOGIES

Clock chip kit (for energy saving mode and promotional activities).
Side shelf kit for placing your drink on the shelf and taking all the time you
need to savour it.
■

Version with variable chamber coffee brewer (ESV): 7÷14 gr coffee dose.
Topping dispenser, with 4 transparent canisters that can be filled, for
drinks complemented by many top quality products, such as: chocolate
flakes, choco pops, muesli...
Syrup dispenser: dispenses 2 different types of syrup such as caramel,
vanilla and many other delicious flavours.
Version with fresh milk module and new milk foaming system for an
incredible variety of hot and cold beverages.
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ENVIRONMENT

■

Energy Saving Mode: reduces energy consumption by placing the boiler
in stand by for specific periods of time.
Compliant with ROHS and WEEE directives.
■

■

■

DIVA MODELS

DIVA 2ESV-6 DB T32 IAV TP BIB

DIVA 2ESV-6 DB T32 IAV TP BIB FM

User interface

touch32”

touch32”

coffee beans

coffee beans + fresh milk

esv

esv

2

2

capacity 3,5 lt

capacity 3,5 lt

Instant products canisters

6

6

Topping products canisters

4

4

Syrup dispenser

2

2

Fresh milk module

-

✓

Versions
Variable chamber coffee brewer (esv)
Coffee beans hoppers
Bi-phase water + steam
professional boiler

DIVA

2110H x 1000W x 800D / WEIGHT 280 KG

Dimensions mm
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DIVA is the most versatile and innovative coffee corner on the market: it fully meets consumers’ extensive needs
offering 350 combinations of different drinks and aromas, relying on a highly interactive and intuitive interface. With
DIVA, consumers’ tastes are turned into real recipes for delicious drinks, thanks to a guided system that allow to
create customized drinks. Versatility and a complete offer make DIVA the leading actress of the vending sector.
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TOPPING DISPENSER

1 2

3 4

SYRUP DISPENSER

1

2

COFFEE BEANS X2 HOPPERS

1. Instant 2. Instant 3. Decaffeinated 4. Coffee beans 1
5. Coffee beans 2 6. Chocolate 7. Milk 8. Instant

Bianchi Vending is a trademark of:
Bianchi Industry Spa - info@bianchiindustry.com
Corso Africa 2/3/9 - 24040 Loc. Zingonia, BG, Italia
T: +39 035 450 2111 - F: +39 035 883 304

Specifications and technical
information given are indicative
and may be subject to change
without prior notice.

VARIABLE CHAMBER
COFFEE BREWER

TOPPING
DISPENSER

SYRUP
DISPENSER (OPt.)

FRESH MILK
MODULE (OPT.)

2 CUP
DISPENSERS

COFFEE TO GO
AND MINI SNACK

CUSTOMISED
GOURMET VENDING.
DIVA’s interactive and intuitive touch technology interface
simplifies users’ purchasing process, turning it into a one
and only experience. Consumers can use the 32” FULL HD
touchscreen display to choose among 6 families of hot
beverages (9 selections for each family).

CONSUMERS CAN
CHOOSE FROM OVER
350 COMBINATIONS
OF DRINKS AND
INGREDIENTS

DIVA pleases all tastes, with over 350
different drink combinations made from
ground coffee, fresh milk and soluble
products. Users can choose their cup size
and decide whether to take their drink
away thanks to practical lids: DIVA has been
specifically designed for easy and satisfying
on-the-go breaks.

Easy maintenance with DIVA: entirely designed to
make it easy to access the inner parts of the system
and clean them.

An incredibly large choice, but with full assistance: a user
guided system helps users along the entire selection
process, from choosing their cup to completing their drink
with delicious toppings and syrups. The software also
provides useful nutritional details on every ingredient, in
order to meet any particular dietary requirements.

MILK CIRCUIT CLEANING
Since milk is a perishable product, DIVA automatically
washes the milk circuits to prevent bacteria
proliferation: the circuit is rinsed with cold water
each time after the milk has been dispensed. The
system also includes periodical automatic washing
(programmable from 0 to 20 minutes from the last
time milk is dispensed) which cleans the dispensing
circuit, with the option to heat the washing water
with steam.

With DIVA, users can dialogue with the machine and
prepare customised recipes, for heavenly gourmet
sensations.

Users may choose among 6 families
of hot beverages (9 selections for
each family) and between 2 cup
sizes, also available with lids. It’s
also possible to set up 2 menus for
quick access to a beverage category
(favorites, best-selling, healthy, etc.).

02. CUSTOMISE

03. LET YOURSELF
BE GUIDED
The guided selection process of the graphical
interface will provide users with a customised
sensory gourmet vending experience.

Cup station with 3 lifts to adjust the cup
position according to the cup size.

A TASTY
ATMOSPHERE

01. CHOOSE

Drinks may be customised and
turned into a real recipe thanks to
a selection of high quality toppings
and syrups.

EASY
MAINTENANCE

Each drink can be customised by adding a number of top quality ingredients,
such as: chopped nuts, chocolate flakes, choco pops, muesli, caramel
or vanilla syrup and many other delicious flavours.

Thanks to its wide range of products and a system
that diffuses the aroma of coffee outside the machine
during the grinding process, DIVA seduces consumers
by embracing all the senses and by creating an inviting
environment and truly tasty atmosphere. Its innovative
design and the use of top quality materials also make
DIVA a luxury machine: its contemporary style, smooth
lines and wide touch screen give lustre to an expressive
and dynamic style.

Manual cup dispenser for different sizes
(diameter from 70 to 80 mm Ø).

Yet there is even more: thanks to the FULL HD technology,
high quality images and promotional or informative
videos can be displayed, thus further enhancing
consumers’ involvement and offering business
opportunities for product brand communication.
In other words, DIVA creates an incredible coffee shop
experience in places such as motorway service stations,
shopping malls, airports and cinemas, as well as
offering a new office solution for large companies.
Lid dispenser.

